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PREPARE!
When raising funds for a start-up, you

need to figure out how to get

introduced to investors who fund

startups in your vertical. Why are

introductions so important?

Any business or product or service that

is been recommended by a trustworthy

source is always valued higher than a

plain and simple offer or a pro active

approach by the seller (startup seeking

for money).

 

Start within your own network  to

determine who you know and then

research, both online and offline, who

else is an investor or a possible intro

helper. Online, you can most often see

their connections on places like

LinkedIn and other professional social

networking sites. By doing this, you are

actually creating a new network made

up specifically of just introducers.

Attend meet-ups, conferences, and pitch

competitions  where you know your network and

these potential investors will be so you can get a

chance at a more personal, one-on-one

introduction. This way, you can also observe their

body language and leverage your own

interpersonal skills, knowledge, and prepared

elevator pitch to make the most out of the

introduction. Although a typical VC does not go to

conferences with the idea of meeting new

investments, an introduction by another investor

while attending the conference or meet-up can still

have a positive impact.

 

Different ways

OFFLINE
WORK
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Specifically ask a friend or colleague to introduce you  to a certain investor you have your eye on

after your research. You might even compose an email your friend can send on your behalf so they

create the connection for you. It needs to be concise and contain everything you want to tell them

within the body of the email. Your friend is most likely already sold on your start-up, so focus on

making an effective e-mail message. With friends, also do not take advantage by asking for a list of

introductions. Instead, focus on two or three really important introductions they can help you make.

Ask friends

PERSONAL INTROS

If you already have some funding. Like creating those social media brand advocates that preach the

word about companies and products, these early investors can also fervently share their enthusiasm

with other investors and create an introduction that can help with something they see is missing -

whether that is additional funding or segment experience or connections. An investor will listen to

an investor, and likely already knows what it is like to work with them. The trust and working

relationship is established so that introduction may just be what solidifies a great opportunity.

Ask early investors

SOCIAL MEDIA SPREADERS
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Even if you do not consider an entrepreneur a personal friend but you run in similar circles, it does

not hurt to reach out and ask them for an investor introduction. Often, those entrepreneurs were

once like you and were seeking their own introductions. In the same spirit, many are then willing to

help others in that same boat. While this helps you, the entrepreneur also gets a nod of appreciation

from the investor who is most likely looking for new opportunities and likes being connected to a

likely viable business idea. Just be sure to really sell your idea to the entrepreneur so he feels

excited and passionate about creating that introduction to an investor on your behalf. When your

start-up takes off, make sure to pay it forward and help out others that could value from your new

connector status.

Ask a fellow

ENTREPRENEUR



Keep a database  of who you would like to be introduced to, as well as who can introduce you, and

whether or not you have been introduced with notes about the results. Once you start getting a

pipeline of potential introductions, you want to stay on top of them so you do not begin to confuse

investors and ruin your chance at a connection because you did not pay attention to the details.

Data

KEEP A DATABASE

While this is a list of Do’s when it comes to how to get introduced to investors, there is one major

Don’t, which is  do not send out Pitchdecks to dozens or hundreds of investors. It will destroy the

value of your Startup. You must do your own research and come prepared with information that fits

those investors. With that in hand, using these avenues to get introduced is a major step toward

getting funding.

Where there are Do´s

THERE IS A DON'T
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Let the person who did the introducing know how it went,  as they likely want to know if it paid off

for you or if there is anything else they can do. This will help nurture what can be a long-term

relationship that offers value to the both of you. It is still good business practice to be polite. Any

connectors that you are turning to would also appreciate any updates in how your start-up is

proceeding in terms of news and successes, which may help trigger other ideas for investor

introductions. They may have also been hesitating to introduce you to someone, but hearing that

you are progressing may change their mind.

Keep in the loop

INFORM YOUR HELPERS


